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Shortlisted for the 2002 Pat Lowther Award

Foreign Homes, Joan Crate's second book of poems, explores domesticity and dislocation, where what was
thought to be home becomes alien, and where the alien is, piece by piece, made into home -- often in such
simple, physical acts as laying a table, or driving a highway, or reassembling a torn photograph. In Crate's
careful hands, the knife that cuts the vegetables for dinner can transform the blade-edge of a distant war. Her
migratory poems slip from voice to voice, from love to landscape to language, present to past, exile to return,
illuminating the boundary that is also a border crossing between one person, one place, and another.

Domestic images and personal narrative surround a burning, incantatory sequence at the centre of the book,
where poems circle Shawnandithit, a Beothuk who died in exile in Newfoundland in the nineteenth century,
the last of her people. In giving voice to what is unknown, feared, lost, and silent, Crate’s playful language is
itself powerfully involved in this act-often violent-of breaking and making anew. And whether these homes
are stolen or lost or stumblingly found, Crate is unflinching even as her own homes are made and un-made,
watching those "who wait on the porch steps/ eager to move into our youth,/ to reassemble our bones."
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From reader reviews:

Michael Duckett:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive right now,
people have do something to make them survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place and
notice by simply surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated it for a while is
reading. Sure, by reading a reserve your ability to survive increase then having chance to stand than other is
high. In your case who want to start reading the book, we give you this particular Foreign Homes book as
beginner and daily reading reserve. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Randy Anderson:

This Foreign Homes usually are reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The main reason
of this Foreign Homes can be one of several great books you must have is definitely giving you more than
just simple reading food but feed you with information that might be will shock your preceding knowledge.
This book will be handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions throughout the
e-book and printed people. Beside that this Foreign Homes giving you an enormous of experience including
rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we all know it useful in your day task. So , let's
have it appreciate reading.

Joshua Castillo:

Within this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability to do something more are more
valuable than other. Do you want to become among it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you are
related is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to experience a look at some books. On the list
of books in the top checklist in your reading list is definitely Foreign Homes. This book which can be
qualified as The Hungry Mountains can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking upwards
and review this guide you can get many advantages.

Laura Dumas:

Do you like reading a reserve? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book had been rare? Why
so many query for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes
reading, not only science book but in addition novel and Foreign Homes as well as others sources were given
information for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel would like to read more and more.
Science e-book was created for teacher as well as students especially. Those ebooks are helping them to put
their knowledge. In some other case, beside science publication, any other book likes Foreign Homes to
make your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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